Introduction
Let S denote the class of functions analytic in the unit disc U = {z : \z\ < 1} and ft the class of bounded analytic functions w(z) in U, satisfying the conditions w(0) = 0 and |to(z)| < 1 for z G U. In [2] is introduced the class S*(a,(3,A,B) of functions (1.1) satisfying the inequality zf'(z) ( 
1.2)
/(*) 1 
< 1 (B -A)(3(^ -a) + AC-jtf--1)
for some a,(3,A,B such that (1.3) 0 < a < 1, 0 < /? < 1, -1 < A< B <1, 0<B
<1.
In what follows the constants a,/3,A,B verify (1.3). Let C(a, A, B) denote the class of functions f(z) € S which satisfy the condition Observe that C(a,A,B) C C with C(0,-1,1) = C, C(a,-l,l) = C(a), C(0) = C, where C(a) is the known class of convex functions of order a.
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-^ + [B + (A-B)(l-a)]w(z)
Motivated by a number of recent works ( [3] , [8] , [1] , [13] , [2] ), we introduce here the class C*(a,/3,A,B), defined as follows. We note that, by specializing the parameters a, ¡5, A, B, we obtain the following subclasses studied by various earlier authors: (Mazur [6] , Silverman and Silvia [12] 
= C(a,/3)-the class of convex functions of order a and type /3.
In the present paper, using the results proved in [2] , we establish a representation formula, distortion properties and coefficient estimates for functions in the class C*(a, (3, A, B) . A sufficient condition for a function to be in the class C*(a, /?, A, B) has been obtained. We also maximize |ct3 -na\ | over the class C*(a, /?, A, B). Finally, 7-spiral and 7-convex radius are obtained for the classes C*(a,fi,A, B) and S*(a,fi,A,B), respectively.
The representation formula
Let Q denote the class of functions ift(z) which are analytic in the unit disc U and satisfy \i>(z)\ < 1 for all 2 e U. By (1.6), Theorem 1 of [2] implies the following one. 
A sufficient condition
We now establish a sufficient condition for a function to be in the class C*{ot, (3,A,B) . Proof. The proof of the first part follows from Theorem 3 in [2] and by (1.6). For the proof of the second part, let \z\ -r < 1. Noting that
we assume that (3.2) holds true for -¿^¡j < < 1 -In this case, we observe that
n=2
Making use of (3.3), (3.4) and (3.2), we complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Distortion theorem
Theorem 2 in [2] together with (1.6) yields the following distortion properties for the class C*(a,/3,A,B). 
Coefficient estimates
We shall require the following lemmas in our investigation. 
The result is sharp for each ¡i either real or complex.
Proof. Since f{z) G C*(a,p,A,B),
azf"(z) + bf'(z)
and, by (1.1), it can be shown that 
